
        Series BRA (H.S.) 
        Wash and siphon simultaneously saving time & money with                                                  

 reduced handling of  a barrel or similar container.  

Barrel & Container Cleaning Systems 

Wash & Empty at the Same Time 

BRA (H.S.) Standard 4.02 Heavy Duty      Specifications   

Hand –operated  internal cleaner for barrels  Gear Motor       230V, 50Hz, 17rpm. 
or containers, which cleans & siphons off  the Spray Head       ø 37mm  
 dirty water at the same time .  Nozzles       2 (5°) 
The three dimensional rotating cleaning head  High pressure inlet       M22x1.5 
reaches every corner inside the barrel or container.             Dirty water outlet          ø 16mm 
At the same time a suction foot allows dirty water, Optional 
which accumulates during the cleaning process, to Special voltage       24,115 volts 
be siphoned off. Equipped with handle, stainless steel Extended suction tubes for larger vessels 
motor cover. Water distribution: 2/3 for cleaning, 1/3 
siphoning. Can be connected to any commercial high  
pressure washer with a min. water flow of 13l/min. 
 

BRA (H.S.) Flex 2.02                Specifications 

Special cleaner with flexible shaft and                          Angular gear motor      12V DC 17rpm. 
slender motor cover for easy insertion                        With adaptor                   230V, 50Hz 
into an opening of a container in a stack.                    Spray head                      ø 37mm 
Cleans barrels & containers and siphons off                 Nozzles                             2 (5°)                            
the dirty water at the same time. Can be                      High pressure inlet        M22 x 1.5 
connected to any commercial high pressure                Dirty water outlet          ø 16mm 
washer with a min. water flow of 13l/min. 
 

BRA (H.S.) Simplex Medium Duty Specifications 

Hand-operated internal cleaner for barrels or                 Gear motor           12V DC 17rpm 
containers, which cleans & siphons off the                       With adaptor        230V, 50Hz 
dirty water at the same time.                                Spray head           ø 37mm 
Medium duty internal cleaner of barrels &                         Nozzles                   2 (5°) 
containers. The three dimensional rotating                        High pressure inlet M22 x 1.5 
cleaning head reaches every corner inside the                  Duty water outlet ø 16mm 
barrel or container. At the same time the suction             Optional 
foot allows the dirty water to be siphoned off.                  Extended suction tubes for larger vessels 
Powder coated motor cover. Can be connected  
to any commercial high pressure washer with a min.  
water flow of 13l/min. 
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